Abstract-Class imbalance learning is an important research area in machine learning, where instances in some classes heavily outnumber the instances in other classes. This unbalanced class distribution causes performance degradation. Some ensemble solutions have been proposed for the class imbalance problem. Diversity has been proved to be an influential aspect in ensemble learning, which describes the degree of different decisions made by classifiers. However, none of those proposed solutions explore the impact of diversity on imbalanced data sets. In addition, most of them are based on re-sampling techniques to rebalance class distribution, and over-sampling usually causes overfitting (high generalisation error). This paper investigates if diversity can relieve this problem by using negative correlation learning (NCL) model, which encourages diversity explicitly by adding a penalty term in the error function of neural networks. A variation model of NCL is also proposed -NCLCost. Our study shows that diversity has a direct impact on the measure of recall. It is also a factor that causes the reduction of F-measure. In addition, although NCL-based models with extreme settings do not produce better recall values of minority class than SMOTEBoost [1], they have slightly better performance of F-measure and G-mean than both independent ANNs and SMOTEBoost and better recall than independent ANNs.
I. INTRODUCTION
C LASS imbalance learning is the learning problem in which instances in some classes heavily outnumber the instances in other classes. Imbalanced data sets (IDS) correspond to domains that suffer this problem. Classification on IDS often gets poor results, because standard machine learning algorithms tend to be overwhelmed by the large classes and ignore the small ones. Most of those traditional classifiers operate on data drawn from the same distribution as the training data, and assume that maximizing accuracy is the principle goal [2] . However, many real-world applications encounter the problem of imbalanced data, such as medical diagnosis, fraud detection, text classification, and oil spills detection [3] .
Some solutions to the class imbalance problem have been proposed at both data level [4] [5] [6] and algorithm level [7] . As one group of the solutions, ensemble systems have been drawing more and more attention because of their flexible characteristics for imbalanced data. For example, some existing popular models include BEV (Bagging Ensemble Variation) [8] , SMOTEBoost [1] , and DataBoost [9] . 978-1-4244-3553-1/09/$25.00 ©2009 IEEE They are proposed based on Bagging [10] or Boosting [11] by improving their re-sampling methods. Re-sampling allows to re-balance class distribution, in order to improve classification accuracy of each classifier on minority class. However, overfitting is easily caused by over-sampling on minority class instances in training data, because of too much duplication from very few instances, especially for nonlinear classification techniques, such as decision tree and neural networks. Although the proposed models try to avoid this problem by using ensemble, it is still unclear why they can make such improvement. In addition, the data generation techniques used in the above ensemble models may suffer performance degradation as training data has high complexity, such as complex data distribution and multiple minority classes. We are aiming at an alternative better solution from algorithm level.
Ensemble of multiple classifiers is expected to reduce generalisation error by considering the opinions from multiple classifiers. Therefore, diversity becomes an important factor. If every classifier gives the same opinion, constructing multiple classifiers becomes meaningless. Overfitting may reduce the power of ensemble. Diversity is the degree to which classifiers make different decisions on one problem. Diversity allows voted accuracy to be greater than that of single classifier. Among above ensemble solutions for imbalanced data sets, we suggest that it might be diversity that leads to performance improvement more or less. Therefore, we are interested in the issue that how diversity affects classification performance especially on minority classes. Understanding diversity on minority class helps us improve ensemble solutions. Experiments in the following sections show that increasing diversity potentially allows more instances belonging to minority class to be found, and the best overall performance requires proper diversity degree.
Negative Correlation Learning (NCL) [12] is an ensemble learning method of neural networks that uses different mechanism to induce diversity. It has shown a number of empirical successes on various applications and competitive results with other methods like Bagging and Boosting [10] [11] . NCL encourages diversity directly by changing its error function into "diversity-encouraging" error function [13] . To further explore the potential of diversity on the class imbalance problem and avoid sensitivity to data distribution, we compare four neural network ensemble models including two NCL-based solutions, an independently constructed ANNs, and a popular over-sampling based modelSMOTEBoost [1] . We expect NCL can improve performance especially on the classification of minority class. A NCL variation, NCLCost, is proposed motivated by the different costs between minority class and majority class. No related research has been working on this problem. Most of the current studies choose decision tree as learning algorithm in the area of class imbalance learning [14] . Although there are some papers comparing several learning methods, they only apply to single classifier [3] .
In this paper, therefore, the goal is to discover the power of ensemble diversity on imbalanced data sets, especially by using neural networks as base learner. Two main research issues are explored:
• How does diversity impact ensemble performance on imbalanced data sets, especially the classification of minority class? • Is NCL able to improve performance of minority classification? Does NCL have better generalisation ability on imbalanced data sets compared to independently trained ANNs and SMOTEBoost? To the first issue, we observe performance tendency under different diversity degree by controlling sampling rate from under-sampling to over-sampling on six two-class data sets. Bagging ensemble technique is used. Therefore, "UnderBagging" and "OverBagging" are constructed. More detailed study of this issue can be found in our previous work [15] . To the second issue as the further work of the first issue, four neural network ensemble models are constructed and compared -independent neural networks (ANNs), standard NCL model (NCL), NCLCost, and SMOTEBoost. It is still a novel topic that is worth exploring in the class imbalance area. It is the main contribution of this paper. When looking into these two issues, four evaluation measures are selected: recall, F-measure, G-mean [16] , and Q-statistics [17] .
This paper is further organized as follows: section II presents related work, section III describes the proposed experimental design including two NCL-based ensemble models, section IV gives observations from experiments and analysis of experimental results, and section V presents the conclusions of the work.
II. RELATED WORK
To deal with class imbalance problem, several improved ensemble algorithms have been proposed that outperform single classifiers and standard ensemble methods. Firstly, subsection A introduces some successful ensemble learning techniques for imbalanced data set existing in the literature. Then, subsection B describes the theoretical background and the idea of negative correlation learning used in this work.
A. Imbalanced Ensemble Learning
Existing imbalanced ensemble solutions emphasize the choice of re-sampling techniques. Over-sampling or undersampling is applied before constructing ensemble classifiers, in order to balance class distribution. Among a number of re-sampling techniques, random over-sampling and random under-sampling are the simplest ones to be applied by duplicating or eliminating instances randomly. To avoid overfitting of random oversampling, SMOTE is proposed by Chawla [18] , which is a popular method of over-sampling by generating synthetic instances. However, it may be sensitive to the complexity of training data.
Based on those re-sampling methods, there are some ensemble methods, such as SMOTEBoost [1] , Data-Boost [9] , and BEV [8] . The first two improve Boosting by combining data generating methods. Instead of changing the distribution of training data by updating the weights associated with each instance in standard Boosting, SMOTEBoost alters the distribution by adding new minority-class instances that applies the SMOTE algorithm. Experimental results indicate that this approach allows SMOTEBoost to achieve higher Fvalues than standard Boosting and SMOTE algorithm with a single classifier. DataBoost aims at improving performance of minority class and majority class at the same time. Hard instances from both majority class and minority class are identified. BEV uses Bagging by under-sampling majority class instances. However, BEV was only tested on one realworld application and there is not comparison with other models. SMOTEBoost and DataBoost have been proved experimentally to have better performance than standard Boosting algorithm, but they need further experiments on more complex data sets since new training instances are generated.
Considering the above discussion, although a number of researchers have been working on this topic, very few discuss the diversity or give us a clear idea about "why do the authors believe that ensemble model can improve performance of minority?" Since diversity and accuracy are the two fundamental aspects of ensemble. Diversity analysis on single class is an interesting issue. To further explore the generalisation ability of diversity, NCL is taken into consideration from algorithm level.
B. Theoretical Background of NCL
The idea of negative correlation learning (NCL) is to manage diversity explicitly by adding emphasis on the covariance between the individual classifiers to the error function and training members together. Its theoretical evidence is the bias-variance-covariance tradeoff and ambiguity decomposition [12] [13] shown in the equation (1) and (2).
where! is the combination (averaged result) of the M component classifiers; bias is the averaged bias of the classifiers; var is the averaged variance; covar is the averaged covariance.
Equation (1) is the decomposition of the generalisation error of an ensemble and it tells us it is dependent on the covariance between the individuals. The covariance, the third term in the equation (1), is expressed as: 4 . Construct subset Sk containing instances from minority set and majority set with same number by executing the following:
4a. Sample majority instances with replacement at the rate of a%. 4b. Sample minority instances at the rate of (N m a j / Ni) . a%.
Train a classifier from S k .
6. Repeat step 4 and 5 until k equals M.
majority vote is performed when a new instance comes. Each 1 classifier gives its judgment. Final classification decision .
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1 IS ver agglng. e s ra egy e al IS s own In -la e . outputs be around the target value resulting In the expected Th k i thi Iv consid t 1 " " e wor In IS paper on y consi ers wo-e ass cases. value of the member outputs being closer to this target value [19] . For imbalanced data, this could be a potential advantage. Minority class data is always learned too much. It is expected that diversity can bring more chance bias to minority class classification.
However, NCL has not been explored in class imbalance learning area. Several questions are raised: when data from one class is very scarce, does NCL still work better than other ensembles? Is it possible that NCL can improve classification on minority class? The methods used and proposed in this paper are trying to explore this topic by manipulating NCL algorithm on minority class instances.
III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
This section presents our experimental design for diversity and NCL analysis. Firstly, we implemented Bagging ensemble algorithm combined with randomly re-sampling methods, referred to as UnderBagging and OverBagging. Sampling strategy used in the experiments is described. The aim is to observe the relationship between diversity and classification performance. The reason that we select Bagging as our ensemble method is for the convenience of observing performance tendency by manipulating one variable -sampling rate. Weight updating rule in Boosting may bring confusion. Secondly, algorithms of two NCLbased ensemble models are presented. NCLCost is the "costsensitive" version of NCL. 
A. Bagging Variations: from UnderBagging to OverBagging
We now construct each classifier in ensemble iteratively using subset Sk from training set S. In UnderBagging, each subset Sk is created by under-sampling majority classes randomly with replacement to construct the k-th classifiers. In the similar way, OverBagging forms each subset simply by over-sampling minority classes randomly. After construction, Testing on a new instance: 1. Generate outputs from each classifier. 2. Return the class which get the most votes.
In this experiment, sampling rate 'a' is set at multiple values of 10. In this way 10 ensembles are obtained from one data set. Smaller 'a' may lead to data subsets that are less overlapped with one another and thus result in more diverse ensemble system. The relationship between sampling and diversity is explained in Section IV.
B. NCL-based Models
Given the fact that similar members preclude the need for ensembles, classifiers have to be diverse. NCL is known for its capability of encouraging diversity explicitly while maximizing accuracy of individual classifiers. In addition, a problem exists in class imbalance field, which is oversampling causes overfitting on minority instances. Considering that NCL tends to spread outputs more around the target value and aims at better generalisation ability, we expect that it could relieve the overfitting problem. Four ANN ensemble models are constructed: ensemble with independent members (bootstraping), SMOTEBoost with ANN base learners, ensemble by using standard NCL algorithm, and an NCL variation referred to as "NCLCost". NCLCost is motivated by different costs among the classes in imbalanced data sets. Minority class needs less specific classification boundary, while majority class needs more accurate boundary.
1) NCL:
Negative correlation learning [12] is a neural network ensemble learning technique developed in the Evolutionary Computation literature. Negative correlation learning introduces a correlation penalty term into the error function of each individual network in the ensemble so that all the networks can be trained simultaneously and interactively on the same training data set S. The error function e; for network i in negative correlation learning is defined by:
The first term in the right side is the empirical risk function of network i. The second term is a correlation penalty function. The purpose of minimizing the penalty term is to negatively correlate each network's error with errors from the rest of the ensemble. During the training process, each network i not only minimizes the difference between its output and expected output, but also maximizes the difference between ensemble output and individual output, so that diversity and accuracy are guaranteed at the same time.
2) NCLCost: NCLCost has the same idea as NCL, but different objectives. NCL applies penalty term on every instance in the training set to achieve better performance in "full scale" . Because of the properties of imbalance distribution, classifiers exerting different effect on each class are needed. Otherwise, it may still tend to classify an instance as majority and overfit minority class. Considering this point, NCLCost treats minority data and majority data in different ways, which makes NCL ensemble system "cost-sensitive" by managing the penalty strength A in penalty term. For example in a two-class data set, higher A value, such as 1, is assigned to minority data; small A value, such as 0, is assigned to majority data. Therefore, the goal is to guarantee both accuracy and diversity of minority class and maximize only accuracy of majority class. For a data set with multiple classes, different A values can be chosen depending on class costs. The algorithm is presented in Table II . A random over-sampling is performed firstly to balance data distribution in step 2 before NCL training phase starts. In fact, all the ANN-based models in our experiments, apart from SMOTEBoost model which has new data generated, are built after training subsets are re-balanced. It should not influence the results, since they use the same sampling rate. Some preliminary experiments are also implemented. NCL model without sampling gives very poor results on highly imbalanced data sets.
In our current experiments, the extreme case is tested, in which 'a' is equal to 1 and 'b' is equal to O.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
This section presents the experiments involving diversity analysis and NCL exploration. Therefore, experiments include two main parts. Firstly, observations of performance tendency are given by using the Bagging variations described in Table I . Secondly, four ANNs ensemble models are Update each weight w in network k using NCL penalty term:
. Repeat step 3 until the number of generation is reached. discussed, including the comparisons between two NCLbased models and the others.
A. Data Sets and Experimental Setup
Our experiments use eight DCI data sets including six two-class and two multi-class -"Yeast" with 10 classes and "Abalone" with 28 classes, which are shown in Table III . The six two-class data sets are used in diversity analysis experiments. Imbalance rate varies from to 45% (slightly imbalanced) to 34% (imbalanced) (percentage of minority class data in whole data set). Performance curves are depicted according to outputs from each diversity degree. The two multi-class data sets are converted into five two-class problems, which means a target class from data set is chosen as minority and others are merged as majority. These generated sets are highly skewed with imbalance rate from 6% to 17%. All the five data sets are used in the comparison among four neural network ensemble models. The parameters used in the experiments are chosen after visual inspection of some preliminary executions. In diversity analysis in subsection B for the efficiency consideration, C4.5 decision tree is chosen as base learner. 10-fold cross validation is performed on each data set by running 30 times. The results are the average of 30 runs of 10 folds. Each ensemble model creates 21 classifier members. In subsection C, 10 runs of 10-fold cross validation are performed with learning rate 0.3 in neural networks' training. Every ensemble model consists of 8 ANNs combined with majority voting. The results are confirmed by T test with 95% of confidence. For now we choose two boundary values 0 and 1 as the penalty strength '\, in order to observe the extreme situations caused by diversity. However, further detailed study with different learning rate and penalty strength is necessary and important as our future work. In SMOTEBoost model construction, parameters k and N, which denote k-Nearest neighbor and the amount of generated instances, need to be set manually. k is set to 3 and N is set to 100, 200 and 300 respectively in the implementation. The results of SMOTEBoost shown in the following comparison table are those with the highest F-measure outputs.
Class imbalance has its own evaluation criteria for single class and overall performance. When performance of single class is evaluated, recall, precision, and F-measure are commonly used. Recall tells us how many minority class instances are identified, but may sacrifice system precision by misclassifying majority class instances. Value of F-measure (or F-value) incorporates both precision and recall, in order to measure the "goodness" of a learning algorithm for the class. For evaluating overall performance, geometric mean (G-mean) and ROC analysis are better choices [16] . In this work, we choose recall, precision, F-measure and G-mean value to depict performance tendency curves at different diversity degrees and compare ensemble models. Q-statistics is selected as our diversity measure because of its easily understood form [17] (5) where Nab is the number of training instances for which L i gives result 'a' and Lk gives result 'b' (It is supposed that the result here is equal to 1 if an instance is classified correctly and 0 if it is misclassified). Then for an ensemble system with a group of classifiers, the averaged Q-statistics is calculated to express the diversity over all pairs of classifiers,
For statistically independent classifiers, the expectation of Q-value is O. Q-value varies between -1 and 1. It will be positive if classifiers tend to recognize the same instances correctly, and will perform negative if they commit errors on different instances [20] . The larger the value is, the less diverse the classifier members are.
B. Diversity Analysis and Performance Tendency 1) Relationship between Diversity and Sampling:
Before our experiments, we need to clarify the relationship between sampling and diversity. Our diversity analysis is based on the adjustment of sampling rate in ensemble models. However, they are not the same concept. When sampling rate changes, the size of each subset for training individual classifier gets larger or smaller. Accuracy of each classifier and diversity are varying at the same time, because more instances are injected in training phase. Therefore, when we analyze the diversity in the next section, we did not ignore the influence of accuracy. To discriminate accuracy and diversity, we use the algorithm shown in Table I on single classifier firstly, and adjust sampling rate in the same way. The result shows the relationship between sampling and accuracy before we do the diversity analysis. Figure 1 helps us to observe the difference between single classifier and ensemble with multiple classifiers. The left graph illustrates increasing tendency of output values (Recall and F-measure of minority, G-mean) by using single classifier in data set Breast-w. If we only build one classifier, classifier accuracy increases without diversity involved, caused by sampling. It results in the improvement of other measures. Other data sets have similar results, which fluctuate in a much lower range than those in ensemble.
2) From Underliagging to OverBagging: By running the algorithm in Table I on the first six two-class data sets shown in Table III , we get the tendency curves to show the changes of each measure. For the space consideration, only outputs from data set Breast-ware shown in Figure 1 with comparison between single classifier and classifier ensemble. Other data sets produce similar tendencies, except data set Ionosphere. X-axis presents the sampling percentage from 10 to 100, and Y-axis presents the average values of final outputs. Q-statistic values of minority class and whole data set are both increasing as sampling parameter 'a' becomes larger and larger, which means diversity is decreasing. More information is discussed in paper [15] .
From the right graph in Figure 1 , it is evident that the recall value of minority class keeps decreasing when diversity becomes smaller and smaller. The recall value of majority class performs in the opposite way, which keeps increasing. Diversity has a direct and explicit impact on recall value. Recall value, however, can only tell us how many minority instances could be found (hit rate). F-measure and G-mean are more meaningful for most real world problems. As we can observe, they both have significant improvement at the first few points, and the best value appears at neither the last point with lowest diversity degree nor the first point with highest diversity degree.
The behavior of recall value is easy to understand. Higher diversity gives more chance to find out minority instances, and vice versa. Compared with single classifier in the left graph, diversity exerts more significant influence on minority class than majority class. An instance is more likely to be classified as minority when accuracy is low. Therefore, recall of minority is comparatively high. As accuracy on majority and minority becomes higher, diversity goes down. High accuracy on minority causes overfitting, which means low diversity and low recall. Too much duplication lowers the generalisation ability of minority class. The reason that why the best F-measure and G-mean values are not the case with highest sampling rate is because the decreasing of diversity becomes faster than the increasing of accuracy in the latter period of the curve. From the graph, precision of minority does not reduce along with the decrease of sampling. Its increasing tendency slows down after the third point. Diversity becomes a leading factor which causes the degradation of F-measure and G-mean. The trade-off between accuracy of each classifier and ensemble diversity decides the final performance of an ensemble [21] .
C. Independent ANNs Vs. NCL-based Models
This section presents the comparison among independent ANNs, NCL and NCLCost models, in order to observe the impact of diversity brought by NCL. It shows that NCL obtains higher recall values but sacrifices too much accuracy because of diversity, which leads to poor F-measure and G-mean values. NCLCost shows competitive results with independent model on F-measure and G-mean, and slightly better recall values. Table IV shows the averages and standard deviations of three evaluation metrics (recall of minority, F-measure of minority, and G-mean) on testing data (generalisation). They are derived from 10 runs of 10-fold cross-validation, and T test with 95% of confidence is applied. Significance analysis is presented in Table VII .
1) Independent ANNs Vs. NCL:
In the five very skewed cases, three out of five have significant improvement of recall value on minority class, which means more minority data is identified. However, four out of five cases in NCL model have significant reduction of F-measure value due to the low accuracy. This also leads to unsatisfactory results on G-mean, where there is only two cases ANNs wins and three ties. A significant reduction of Q-statistic values is observed in Table  V . Nine out of ten cases including both minority and overall in NCL model are more diverse than independent ANNs on testing data.
The experiments presented in this section indicate that NCL does bring diversity into ensemble and achieve higher recall values. When the model gets less overfitting, accuracy on majority class is sacrificed. This problem is unavoidable due to the trade-off between diversity and accuracy. This extreme case when penalty strength is set to 1 is not the optimum point we expect and not suitable to class imbalance learning in some cases. Therefore, the selection of a more suitable parameter will be covered as our future work. We expect optimal parameter allows the use of NCL model more suitable to class imbalance learning.
2) Independent ANNs Vs. NCLCost: NCLCost is a "softer" way than NCL. The idea of NCLCost is to treat minority data and majority data in different ways, so as to make the learning model more diverse on minority data and more accurate on majority data. From performance comparison in Table IV , NCLCost shows some advantages. It gets better recall values in some cases and never loses. Independent ANNs and NCLCost have competitive results on F-measure and G-mean, in which most of the cases are ties. However, we cannot see too much difference on Qstatistics in Table V . NCLCost does not bring diversity as much as we expect. Only two cases, class "6" in Abalone selected as minority class and class "7" in Abalone selected as minority class, get more diverse results in NCLCost model. The other three produce similar or even less diverse values in NCLCost than those in independent ANNs. The explanation that can be found is that NCLCost is better generalised than ANNs during training phase. Less specific classification boundary towards minority class is achieved. It is also possible that complexity of training data influences Q-statistic values. Classifiers are more likely to make same judgement on testing data. Further investigation is necessary. For example, different diversity measures could be chosen, in order to check if the same thing happens.
In summary, the two comparisons in subsection C show that diversity has direct influence on recall, which is consistent with the results shown in subsection B "Diversity Analysis". Secondly, NCL sacrifices accuracy too much resulting in poor overall performance, while NCLCost achieves similar overall performance to independent ANNs and slightly better recalls on minority class. NCLCost tends to balance accuracy and recall. Currently, the two NCL-based models in the experiments have extreme parameter settings on penalty strength. Therefore, thirdly, it is worth to explore optimal parameter aiming at a better NCL-based model in class imbalance learning as a future topic. 
NCL-based Models
Both SMOTEBoost and NCL-based models aim at better performance on IDS. The difference between them is that SMOTEBoost introduces diversity and broadens classification boundary towards the majority side by generating new instances, while NCL-based models try to bring diversity from algorithm level by using original data. The two different strategies are compared in this section. Table VI presents the measure outputs of the SMOTEBoost ensemble. One issue that needs to be mentioned is that the performance of SMOTEBoost is sensitive to the chosen parameters 'N' (the amount of generated examples) and' k' (k-nearest neighbor). Thus, N is set to 100, 200 and 300 in this work, and k is set to 3. The result with the highest F-measure values is chosen in the comparison. The following analysis gives more attention to F-values and G-mean.
SMOTEBoost gets much better recall values than NCLbased models in most cases. NCLCost shows slightly better F-measure and G-mean, and NCL has competitive results. In Table VII , both NCL and NCLCost have two significantly better G-mean values out of five cases, while SMOTEBoost wins once. Considering F-measure, NCLCost performs slightly better and NCL performs slightly worse than SMOTEBoost. From this point, SMOTEBoost is a potentially better choice. However, controlling the balance among recall, F-measure and G-mean of SMOTEBoost becomes a crucial step. The key point is to decide the amount of new instances to be generated. In addition, it tends to be sensitive to the complexity of training data. NCL-based model does not have these problems, because they bring diversity from the algorithm level. The only parameter is the coefficient in penalty term to present the relative importance of each class. It is also easy to expand NCL-based models to multi-class cases.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The paper explores two main research issues. The impact of diversity in class imbalance learning is firstly studied empirically on six UCI data sets by using the Bagging variation models. The results suggest that diversity influences recall value significantly and degrades F-measure and Gmean in some situations. Generally, larger diversity causes better recall for minority, but worse recall for majority classes. For other measures, the best F-measure value and G-mean value don't appear at the status with high accuracy / low diversity or the status with low accuracy / high diversity shown in the curves. Proper diversity degree results in better performance. Then, considering the results from the diversity analysis, we propose to use NCL to improve diversity to some extent. We compare four neural network ensemble models, two of which are NCL-based. Compared to independent ANNs, it shows that NCL obtains higher recall values, but sacrifices too much accuracy because of diversity. NCL model with extreme parameter setting is not suitable to class imbalance classification. NCLCost is a "softer" way that produces competitive results with independent ANNs on F-measure and G-mean, and better recall values. Compared to SMOTEBoost, NCL and NCLCost get similar or slightly better performance of F-measure and G-mean, but worse recall of minority. It is worth to explore more about how to achieve a better NCL-based model with optimal parameter in class imbalance learning as future work.
